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Hello, today I'm going to show you how to crack passwords using Cali Linux tools. Remember that almost all of my tutorials are based on Kali Linux so be sure to install it. I'm going to show you these:1. Hacking Linux User Password2.Cracking Password protected by THES/RAR Files3.Decrypting MD5 Hash4.Using Wordlists to hack PasswordsLets to begin. The linux user
password is stored in the /etc/shadow folder. So to hack it, we just type:john/etc/shadowIt will take some time depending on your system. First, go to the file directory. I guess everyone here can do it. Then use this command:zip2john zipfile zgt; output.txt (If it's an RAR file, replace the zipper in front to rar.) Replace the zipfile with the name of the zip file you're trying to crack, and
replace output.txt with any name that is .txt format. After this command, you'll see that it would make a text file. Hashes are stored in this file. To crack the hash, visit:john--format-zip hashfilepathAgain, replace hashfilepat on yours. My example. Now wait and you can see that it's cracked. Now go to the zip file and put the password. I have a hash here: Now, lets use John to
decipher it. To decipher it, use this:john-format-raw-md5 hashfilepathAgain, repl...... I'm not going to say that. And now enter, and should take some time, and he will decipher it. And boom. I don't really recommend this, but there are some peoples out there using this to hack... I'm hacking the hash that's inside the text file. I have a list of words here and I called it password.txt.To
use a list of words and hack the file, do :john-format-raw-shal--wordlist password.txt THEHASHFILE.txtYou know what you should do. If you have any errors, comment down and I'll try to help you. Remember that you need a John ripper to do this. John the Ripper (JtR) is one of the hacking tools of the Varonis IR Team used in the first Live Cyber Attack demo, and one of the most
popular password hacking programs out there. In this blog, we're going to dive into John the Ripper, show you how it works, and explain why it's important. Hacking Notes: Hacking is a desire for knowledge about systems, design and people. In this case, we are talking about software and operating systems. It really opened my eyes to ad security in a way defensive work never
did. Hacking is not necessarily criminal, although it can be a tool used for bad intentions. We stand for ethical hacking. Stay on the bright side of the Force. How does John the Ripper work? JtR supports several common outside-of-the-box encryption technologies for unIX and Windows systems. (ed. Mac is based on UNIX). JtR automatically protects the encryption of hashed data
and compares it to a large file with text that contains popular passwords, hashing each password and then stops it when it finds a match. Simple. In our amazing Live Cyber Attack demo, the Varonis IR team demonstrates how to steal a hashed password, use JtR to find the true true and use it to log into an administrative account. This is a very common case of use for JtR! JtR
also includes its own lists of common password words for 20 languages. These word lists provide JtR with thousands of possible passwords from which it can generate relevant hash values to make a high value guessing the target password. Since most people choose easy-to-remember passwords, JtR is often very effective even with its out-of-the-box wordlists passwords. JtR is
included in the Kali Linux test version. What is John the Ripper used for? JtR is primarily a password cracker used during testing, which can help IT staff detect weak passwords and bad password policies. Here's a list of encryption technologies found in JtR: UNIX crypt (3) Traditional DES-based large crypt BSDI extended DES-based FreeBSD MD5 -- (linux and Cisco iOS)
OpenBSD Blowfish-based Kerberos/AFS Windows LM (DES-based) DES-based trip-codes SHA-crypt hashe (new versions of Fedora and Ubuntu) SHA-Skep. JtR is open source, so if your encryption of choice is not on the list do some digging. Someone may have already written an extension for it. How to download John Ripper JtR is an open source project, so you can
download and collect the source on your own, download the melons you can, or find it as part of a penetration testing package. John the Ripper's official website is on Openwall. You can grab source code and melons there and you can join GitHub to contribute to the project. JtR is available on Kali Linux as part of their password hacking metapacks. Tutorials to use John the
Ripper We are going to go to a few basic commands that you need to know to start using John the Ripper. To begin with, all you need is a file that contains the hash value for deciphering. If you ever need to see a list of commands in JtR, run this command: .' John.exe Cracking Passwords By John The Ripper's main password hack modes are one hacking mode, wordlist mode,
and extra. Single crack mode is the fastest and best mode if you have a full password file to crack. Wordlist mode compares hash with a known list of potential password matches. The incremental mode is the most powerful and may not be completed. This is your classic brute force mode that tries all possible character combinations as long as you have the possible result. The
easiest way to try to crack a password is to allow JtR to go through a number of common hacking modes. This team below tells JtR to try a simple mode, then default lists of words containing probable passwords, followed by gradual mode. Password.' john.exe You can also download various lists of words from the Internet and you can create your own A list of words for JtR to use
with the word list option. .' john.exe passwordfile-wordlist'wordlist.txt If you want to specify the hacking mode, use the exact setting for the mode. Mode. --single passwordfile.' john.exe-incremental passwordfile Word Mangling Rules Mangling is a preprocessor at JtR that optimizes the word list to make the hacking process faster. Use the rules option to set mangling rules. .'
john.exe-wordlist'wordlist.txt-rules-passwordfile View your output When you want to see a list of passwords you've cracked, use the -show option. .' john.exe-show passwordfile If your hacked password list is long, you can filter out the list with additional parameters. You can also redirect the output with a base redirect in the shell. For example, if you want to see if you've hacked any
Root Users (UID-0) use the user option. .' john.exe-show-users-0 passwordfile Or if you want to show users from privileged groups use-groups. .' john.exe-show-group-0.1 passwordfile Below the JtR team from our Live Cyber Attack Webinar. In this scenario, our hacker used kerberoast to steal a Kerberos ticket, to issue a ticket (TGT) containing a hash to be hacked, which was
stored in a file called ticket.txt. In our case, the word list used a classic Rockyou password file from Cali Linux, and the team was set to report the progress every 3 seconds. .' john.exe-formatkrb5tgs-ticket.txt--wordlistrockyou.txt-progress-every3 If you want to see some cool pentesting and defense tactics using Varonis, check out Live Cyber Attack Webinars! Choose any time that
works for you! For those of you who have not heard of John the Ripper (now called John for short), this is a free password hacking tool written mostly in C. Before we go any further, we should tell you that while we trust our readers, we do not encourage or condone any malicious actions that can be performed using this tool or any other tools that we've talked about in the past.
Security-related tools are often similar to a double-edged sword, as they can be used not only for good, but also for bad things. Therefore, while this may seem tempting, we recommend that you refrain from any harmful activities, if for anything else, just because you have a great chance of landing in a prison cell. This article will deal with John from the point of view of the system
administrator, so we expect that you will have interim knowledge about your Linux system, regardless of the distribution that may be, and that you are a security conscious person with basic security knowledge. However, this article may appeal to you as well if you are a home user wanting to learn about this kind of thing, but keep in mind: some of the commands below will ask for
a lot of your CPU time, so perhaps it would be better, would have had a test machine and/or a lot of time and patience, because password hacking attempts can take days, even on a relatively new machine. As usual, contact our new Linux Forum for more help or information. Installing John Although, at least on the distributions we tried, the package in the title is just John with
Gentoo to make an exception and calling it it We'll make you feel good and show you how to install it on several well-known distributions. Debian Debian is different from other distributions that John offers in his repositories because he offers a good manual page, although upstream does not. To install, just take over the John SUBSCRIBE TO NEWSLETTERSubscribe to Linux
Career NEWSLETTER and get the latest Linux news, jobs, career tips and tutorials. Fedora On Fedora, it is also as simple as doing a pit install John Arc Linux Package Named differently than what others offer, so here you have to run and exit johntheripper Slackware Although there seems to be no John package in the official repositories, there is a slackbuild that gets John
installed on your system (this has been tested on Slackware 13.37). While we've given you only a few examples of how you can get John on your Linux system, many of the examples presented will work if you have other OS installed: besides the source code, the project offers a program for BeOS, Microsoft Windows, Solaris or MacOS X. But for our article, as the title says, we
tested examples on Linux. Using John the Ripper you don't need to worry about cryptic configuration files, since John is willing to use with matching command line flags without other effort on your part. One word of warning, however: as you've noticed, we tell our readers when they should use root privileges and when they shouldn't. Except when noted, you are strongly
encouraged to use your regular everyday user (or another if you prefer, but it should not have the super user rights). On my Debian system, John is available as /usr/sbin/john, so if you don't find it, we recommend you use whereis and enter all the way when starting John unprivileged (or you can just create a pseudonym). The easiest way to get your feet wet is to type
$/usr/sbin/john-test to perform some tests and criteria on John's capabilities. If you have no idea what Kerberos, MD5, DES or Blowfish are, we recommend you start reading some basic security books because, as we said earlier, you need some security/administration background. Now let's create a text file in the password format, and make John work. You can just copy the user
from /etc/shadow, but we recommend something simpler because we assume that you want to see the results as fast as you can. So create a file called password.txt somewhere inside your/home and put it in it: myuser: A'l.zWwxIh15 Save the file and then just feed it to John without argument (at this point): $ /usr/sbin/john password.txt We have to repeat our Hacking passwords is
a processor-intensive and lengthy process, so depending on your system, that can take quite a while. However, it also depends on what you want to achieve, because if your powerful processor has been crunching on your password (s) for a few days with no results, it's only safe to say that good password. But if the password really is crucial, leave the system until John finishes his
job to make sure everything is in order. As we said, it can take many days. Now, if you have a powerful box with the sole purpose of testing passwords, which is always good given the tools, you can try your real passwords with John. One way is to use / etc/shadow directly, but we recommend you take a slightly different course. Note that this applies to systems that use shadow
passwords, and all modern Linux distributions do. John offers an excellent utility called unshadow, which we will use to create a file from our passwd and shadow files: unshadow/etc/passwd/etc/shadow.txt Now make sure mypasswd.txt is available to your normal user and make $/usr/sbin/john mywdpass.txt John will try one hack mode in the first place. From John's point of view,
the mode is the method he uses to crack passwords. As you know, there are many types of attacks: dictionary attacks, brute force attacks, and so on. Well, that's about what John's regimes are. As some of you may have realized, wordlist mode is basically a dictionary attack. In addition to the three modes listed above, John also supports another mode called the external regime.
You can choose which mode to use, for example --single, --external and so on. We recommend that you check the documentation at the openwall.com for a good but brief description of each mode. But of course we will tell you, in short, what each mode does. John The Ripper's documentation recommends starting with a single hacking mode, mainly because it's faster and even
faster if you're using multiple password files at the same time. Incremental mode is the most powerful mode, as it will try different combinations when cracking, and you can choose which mode (the mode applies to the optional version) to use, including its own. The external mode, as the name suggests, will use custom features that you write yourself, while word list mode takes a
list of words specified as an argument to the option (it can be a file with a list of words written one by one on a line, or stdin) and tries a simple dictionary to attack passwords. If John successfully cracks one of the passwords, he will write on q/.john/john.pot. However, this file is not read by a person, so you can read the hacked passwords with $/usr/sbin/john-show mypasswd.txt To
check, If the root password got cracked, UID filter: $ / usr/sbin/john-show--0 mypass.txt Of course, John knows about wildcards and multiple files: $ / usr/sbin/john-show-users 0 Passwd Just as you can filter the user, you can also by groups, by-group flag, and that filtering is also available when hacking. Going further to wordlist mode, here's how you can use it with built-in mangling
rules included: $/usr/sbin/john--wordlist-passwd.lst-rules passwd.txt John also allows you to create multiple named sessions, which is practical, practical, Since John can take a long time to complete the task, you can later view all the sessions running to decide which one to kill. Option for these sessions is a session-task, and you can use the --status or-status-task to see all or
specific sessions. But that's not all: you can restore sessions or individual by name by name, using --restore or --restore task name. A few examples: $/usr/sbin/john--session-allrules--wordlist'all.lst-rules mypasswd.txt$/usr/sbin/john-status-allrules $ps aux Grep John #get PID session John you want to kill $ kill HUP $PID'of John'session'to'kill$/usr/sbin/john-restore'allrules Here are
a few examples of using an additional mode with John: $ / usr/sbin/john-incremental mypasswd.txt$/usr/sbin/sbin-sbin-y.- is not a replacement for John's documentation. Although, as we said, it does not offer a manual page, you will find a lot of documentation on its page as well as useful wikis. For example, you'll notice that even if you work John on a multiprocessing machine, he'll
only use one core, usually the first. You can solve this problem by reading the documentation and following the instructions there. Conclusion We believe it may be better, we are at the end of this article with a little word on ethics. While this very good may not be your case, there are few who have already seen hackers too many times and think of hacking (as opposed to hacking)
as a cool activity. We only suggest you try and use your knowledge for good, not for something that has 99.8% failure and get you a good criminal record. Have fun. Fun. john the ripper wordlist location kali
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